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Abstract. The rapid progress of human genome studies leads to a strong demand
of aggregate human DNA data (e.g, allele frequencies, test statistics, etc.), whose
public dissemination, however, has been impeded by privacy concerns. Prior re-
search shows that it is possible to identify the presence of some participants in a
study from such data, and in some cases, even fully recover their DNA sequences.
A critical issue, therefore, becomes how to evaluate such a risk on individual
data-sets and determine when they are safe to release. In this paper, we report our
research that makes the first attempt to address this issue. We first identified the
space of the aggregate-data-release problem, through examining common types
of aggregate data and the typical threats they are facing. Then, we performed an
in-depth study on different scenarios of attacks on different types of data, which
sheds light on several fundamental questions in this problem domain. Particularly,
we found that attacks on aggregate data are difficult in general, as the adversary
often does not have enough information and needs to solve NP-complete or NP-
hard problems. On the other hand, we acknowledge that the attacks can succeed
under some circumstances, particularly, when the solution space of the problem
is small. Based upon such an understanding, we propose a risk-scale system and
a methodology to determine when to release an aggregate data-set and when not
to. We also used real human-genome data to verify our findings.

1 Introduction
With rapid advancement in genome sequencing technologies, human genomic data has
been extensively collected and disseminated to facilitate human genome studies (HGS).
A prominent example is genome-wide association study (GWAS) [4], a research tech-
nique that has been demonstrated to be highly valuable for identifying the genetic fac-
tors underlying common diseases. In a GWAS study, a group of participants with a
disease/phenotype of interest (cases) are genotyped to compare the statistical features
of their single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)1 to those of the individuals without
the disease/phenotype (controls). It is highly desired that the DNA data gathered dur-
ing this process can be conveniently accessed by other researchers, which will greatly
benefit the HGS community. Such data dissemination, however, needs to be balanced
with the protection of participants’ privacy, which is of paramount importance to this
kind of research: for example, revealing the identity of a case individual in a GWAS
relates her to the disease under the study, which can have serious consequences such
as denial of access to health/life insurance, education, and employment. Prior research
shows that raw DNA data (genotypes) is often too risky to publish even after removal of
explicit identifiers (such as name, social security number, etc.), as de-anonymization of
a participant’s identity can happen through examining the genetic markers related to her

1 Common terminologies of genomics are summarized in Appendix A.
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observable features (a.k.a. phenotypes) [8]2. What has been thought to be of low risk
is aggregate genome data, such as allele frequencies, i.e., the frequencies of different
SNP values, because such data covers an individual’s information with that of others.
As an example, the NHGRI/NIH used to make allele frequencies publicly available.
Aggregate data releases. A recent development in inference technologies, however,
has completely changed the risk perception associated with the aggregate data. Particu-
larly, Homer et al [39] discovered that the presence of an individual in a case group can
be reliably determined from allele frequencies using the victim’s DNA profile, which
can be acquired, for example, from a single hair or a drop of blood. In response to
this finding, the NIH swiftly removed all aggregate genome data from the public do-
main to protect the participants of HGS and avoid legal troubles [2]. Today, those who
want to access the data have to file an application and sign an agreement, a complicated
procedure that is time consuming. This becomes a hurdle to the dissemination of the
data critical to HGS, and as a result, provokes intensive debates [10]: some researchers
pointed out that the NIH may have overreacted, as the attack power achievable over at
least some data-sets can be very limited [21, 51]. On the other hand, such agreement-
based protection has been found to be insufficient, as confidential user information can
still be derived from other public sources: a recent study [52] shows that even the test
statistics (e.g., p-values, r-squares) calculated from allele frequencies and published in
HGS papers give away a significant amount of information, in some cases enough for
identifying participants or even recovering portions of their DNA sequences. To make
things worse, HGS researchers typically receive little guidance on what they are not
supposed to share. Oftentimes, fine-grained allele frequencies/test statistics can be di-
rectly acquired from the authors of HGS papers.
Our work. The current way aggregate human DNA data is handled indicates a disturb-
ing lack of understanding of its privacy implication: such data have been both over-
protected, which unnecessarily restricts their availability to the HGS researchers, and
underprotected, which exposes the HGS participants to privacy threats. Crucial to the
progress of the human genome research, therefore, becomes an in-depth study on how
to evaluate the information leaks in the aggregate data and determine when they are
safe to release, which also poses a challenge to the privacy researchers. This paper re-
ports our research that makes a first step toward this end. We consider two types of
common aggregate data, the allele frequencies for both individual SNPs and SNP pairs,
and the test statistics derived from the frequencies. Such data is studied under two typ-
ical threats, identification attack that uses an individual’s DNA profile to determine her
relation with an aggregate data-set [39, 46, 52], and recovery attack that re-constructs
individuals’ SNP sequences from such data. Our paper investigated the feasibility of
these attacks on different data based on information-theoretic and computational anal-
yses. We further explored the potential to build a risk scale system.
Contributions. We summarize the contributions of this paper as follows:
•Fundamental studies on information leaks in aggregate data. We performed both
information-theoretic and complexity analyses on the common threats to different types

2 The NIH’s guideline for sharing GWAS data [8] explicitly states “the NIH takes the posi-
tion that technologies available within the public domain today, and technological advances
expected over the next few years, make the identification of specific individuals from raw
genotype-phenotype data feasible and increasingly straightforward”.
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of aggregate data. Our research sheds light on the fundamental questions on whether an
attack on a specific data-set is feasible and how difficult it can be. Of particular impor-
tance here is our consideration of the special features of human genomes, which, as we
show in the paper, can have significant impacts on the answers to these questions.
•Preliminary research on a risk-scale system. We propose a risk-scale system to classify
aggregate data and guide the release of such data. Our research, though preliminary,
is the first attempt to evaluate the risk of information leaks in a broad spectrum of
aggregate data, including both single and pair-wise allele frequencies and different test
statistics.
Roadmap. The rest of the paper has been organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
background knowledge; Section 3 and 4 elaborate our research on the data release prob-
lems; Section 5 surveys the related research and Section 6 concludes the paper and
discusses the future research.

2 Backgrounds and Assumptions
2.1 Aggregate Human-Genome Data

Our research has been conducted on two types of aggregate genomic data, allele fre-
quencies and test statistics. Both are among the most valuable data to human genome
research and are also most widely disseminated: for example, the former has been pub-
lished by the NIH [7] and the latter are elaborated in every GWAS paper [25,44,47,53].

Each SNP has two alleles, encoded as 0 (major) or 1 (minor). Using this encoding
scheme, the DNA profiles (containing the nucleotide sequences of the participants) of
N individuals L SNPs, could be simply represented as a N × L matrix. Figure 1 gives
an extremely small sample of encoded SNP profiles of 5 participants and 8 SNPs. The
single-allele frequencies fp

i of a SNP site are the frequencies of the site’s ’alleles, and
the pair-wise allele frequencies fpq

ij of a SNP pair represent the frequencies of site i and
j of the four allele combinations: pq ∈ {00, 01, 10, 11}. Note that allele frequencies
can be simply calculated from allele counts by dividing N (e.g. fpq

ij = Cpq
ij /N ).

From the allele frequencies, test statistics are often computed in different human-
genome studies. Particularly, GWAS researchers utilize association tests to detect the
SNPs related to the disease under the study. These tests compare the single-allele fre-
quencies of the case population with those of the control population, in the hope of
identifying the genetic marker of the disease. The significance of each SNP (i.e., the
strength of its tie to the disease) is measured by a p-value. Typically, those with p-
values below 10−7 are selected as putative markers. Such marker-disease associations
can also be quantified using other test statistics such as odds ratios.

L

N

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

Fig. 1. A 0-1 encoded SNP
profiles of N = 5 individu-
als and L = 8 SNPs

Data Name Sample
Ci single allele count for SNP i (major) C1 = 3, C3 = 4

Cpq
ij pair wise allele counts for SNP i and j C10

12 = 2, C00
13 = 2

Cp∗
ij single allele count for SNP i C1∗

12 = 2

r2ij r-square, measures association and LD
(C00

ij C11
ij −C01

ij C10
ij )2

C0∗
ij C1∗

ij C∗0
ij C∗1

ij

Fig. 2. Routinely published data (single allele
counts without superscript means major counts,
e.g. Ci = C0

i )
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In addition to analyzing individual SNPs, a GWAS also examines the putative marker’s
associations with other SNPs in the same genetic locus, called linkage disequilibrium
(LD) [45], which could also have a connection with the disease. LD of a locus is typi-
cally measured by the test statistics such as D’ and r-square, which are calculated from
pairwise allele frequencies of the locus. Sometimes, researchers further analyzed the
allele combinations involving multiple correlated SNPs, i.e., haplotypes, which are in-
ferred from genotypes through a class of phasing algorithms [1, 49, 50].

Figure 2 shows how to calculate these test statistics and some sample values for
Figure 1, which are routinely published in HGS papers [28, 47, 48, 53]. Oftentimes,
these papers include the p-values of hundreds of SNPs and figures that illustrate their
LDs. More detailed information can also be acquired from the authors. In our research,
we focused on p-values and r-squares, the two most-commonly reported test statistics.

2.2 Threats

The threats studied in our research include identification attack and recovery attack,
two major privacy concerns in human genome research. The first identification attack
on aggregate data has been proposed by Homer, et al [39], which requires availability
of a SNP profile from the victim. The objective here is to determine the presence of an
individual in the case group, so as to relate her to a disease. To this end, the attacker
runs a statistic test that evaluates whether the victim’s SNP profile is independent from
the single-allele frequencies of the case population. Let Yj ∈ {0, 1} be the allele of
SNP j in the profile, and f̂0

j and f0
i be the major allele frequencies of that SNP in the

case population and a reference population, respectively. Homer’s attack measures the
following distance:

D(Yj) = |Yj − f0
j | − |Yj − f̂0

j | (1)

Under the assumption that the distributions of individual allele frequencies are identical
in the case and the reference, the sum of D(Yj) across a large number of SNPs follows
a normal distribution with a zero mean if the victim is not present in the case group.
Otherwise, the sum becomes positive and significantly deviates from the mean. In their
paper, the authors report identification of a case individual with a extremely low false
positive rate, given 25,000 SNPs of the victim. This line of research has been followed
by multiple research groups [21, 40, 46, 51, 52]. Particularly, Sankararaman, et al [46]
utilized the likelihood ratio test to estimate the upper-bound of the identification power
achievable on single-allele frequencies. They also built a tool called SecureGenome [11]
to evaluate such a threat on different data sets.

Besides single-allele frequencies, pair-wise allele frequencies and test statistics were
also found to leak out a substantial amount of information. In prior research [52] , it
was found that the identification attack can happen to even the test statistics published
in GWAS papers, through a statistical test based upon signed r values. Given N se-
quences of L neighboring SNPs in the genome, the signed rij between two SNPs i and
j (1 ≤ i < j ≤ L) is defined as rij = C11C00−C01C10

√
C1∗C0∗C∗1C∗0 , where Cpq is the pair-wise allele

counts, i.e. the number of the sequences with allele p (p ∈ {0, 1}) at SNP i and allele q
(q ∈ {0, 1}) at SNP j, and Cp∗ and C∗q are single allele counts. rij can be computed
from r2ij (Figure 2) except its sign. Like Homer’s approach, the attack needs a reference
population whose r values are denoted by rR, in addition to the case population (rC),
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and a SNP profile from the victim in which Y pq
ij ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether her SNP

pair ij has a pair-wise allele pq. A test statistic Tr is thus constructed as follows:

Tr =
∑

1≤i<j≤N (rCij − rRij) · (Y 00
ij + Y 11

ij − Y 01
ij − Y 10

ij ) (2)

Tr is much more powerful than the statistical attacks on single allele frequencies [52],
as it makes use of the relations among SNPs, the linkage disequilibrium, which contain
much more information than individual SNPs. A problem here, however, is the need
to know the signs, which is not typically released. They are determined in the prior
work [52] by taking advantage of integer constraints, base upon the assumption that the
published r-squares are calculated from allele counts (integers) and are not perturbed
by noise.

The recovery attack aims at re-constructing the SNP sequences (i.e., haplotypes)
used in an HGS: prior research [52] reports a successful restoration of 100 sequences
involving 174 SNPs on a locus from their single and pair-wise allele frequencies. Note
that these frequencies can be estimated through reverse engineering the test statistics
published in GWAS papers [52]. Compared with the identification attack, such an at-
tack can be more difficult to succeed and consume much more computing resources.
However, it does not rely on the DNA profile from the victim.

An ideal privacy goal here is differential privacy [29], which ensures that two aggre-
gated datasets differing from each other by one individual’s data have indistinguishable
statistical features. An example when this happens is that the data from a very large
number of participants is aggregated so that the contribution of an individual becomes
negligible. This privacy goal, once achieved, can defeat inference attacks using all kinds
of background knowledge. However, this condition is known to be hard to satisfy in a
practical system. For genomic data, the knowledge about the victim’s DNA profile and
a good reference population is deemed as a strong assumption in the adversary’s fa-
vor [21, 51]. Based on such an assumption, we thoroughly studied the feasibility and
complexity of these two types of attacks on the two types of datasets, and the method-
ology to determine whether a specific set of data is safe to release. Due to the space
limit, this paper focuses on two most interesting scenarios where allele frequencies face
the recovery attacks and test statistics are under the identification threat. The other two
cases, i.e., the identification threat to allele frequencies and the recovery threat to test
statistics, are much simpler: for example, the former has already been preliminarily ex-
plored by the prior research [11]. Our new findings on these cases can be found in a
longer version of the paper [55].

2.3 Adversary Model

We consider a probabilistic polynomial time adversary who can not accomplish the task
that needs exponential computing power, for instance, sampling an exponential space
to determine a probability distribution over this space. Other than that, we assume the
adversary has sufficient resources and perfect information at her disposal for individ-
ual attacks. Specifically, for the identification attack, we consider that the adversary
has access to the victim’s DNA profile and a good reference population with an allele
distribution identical to that of the case population. This is the best resource such an
attack can expect [39, 52]. For the attack involving test statistics, we assume that high-
precision data is available, which affects the outcome of such an attack, as indicated in
the prior research [52].
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3 Recovery Threats to Allele Frequencies
Given a set of pairwise allele frequencies, a recovery attack aims at partially recovering
the haplotype sequences of HGS participants, which is completely realistic according to
prior research [52]. These sequences, once restored, can be used to re-identify these par-
ticipants, a threat well recognized by the NIH (see Footnote 1 and [8]). This section re-
ports a new methodology for determining the susceptibility of different allele-frequency
data to such an attack.

3.1 The Problem
Figure 3 illustrates the recovery attack, in which the adversary attempts to recover a
matrix, with each of its row vectors being a haplotype sequence, from the constraints
of pairwise allele frequencies3. This problem can be formulated as a haplotype matrix
recovery problem below:
Haplotype matrix recovery problem. Consider an N × L haplotype matrix M that
represents N haplotype sequences over L SNP sites. The set of pairwise allele frequen-
cies of M is denoted by d = {fpq

ij }, where p and q are the allele types at SNP sites i

and j, respectively. Note that there are in total
(
L
2

)
such pairs among L SNPs. Let S be

the space of M (the matrix), and D be the space of d (the pairwise allele frequency).
Given d and N , the adversary intends to recover the haplotype matrix, that is, to find an
M ′ in S, which is equivalent to M ignoring the order of their row vectors.

It is conceivable that in some cases (some pairwise allele frequency d) the problem
has unique solution: that is, there exists a unique matrix M , disregarding the ordering
of its rows, that satisfies the constraints imposed by d, whereas in some other cases,
the problem has no solution (i.e. the pairwise allele frequencies are not satisfiable),
and in the remaining cases, the problem has multiple solutions. Figure 4 illustrates an
example that multiple solutions exists for a given d. If there are multiple solutions and
the intersection of all the solutions is small, when an attacker gets one solution, she has
low confidence if any of the sequence in his solution is indeed in the original haplotype
matrix.
Challenges in risk classification. To determine the risk scale of a given frequency set
d, we first find out whether it has multiple solutions. If this is true and the overlap among
these solutions is sufficiently small, we can comfortably put the set in the Green zone.
Unfortunately, this decision turns out to be extremely difficult to make, because several

3 Note that the pairwise allele frequencies contain all the information of single allele frequencies.

1 0 1 Y

0 1 1 Y

1 0 0 Y

f
pq

23

f
pq

13

f
pq

12

L

N

... .........

Fig. 3. Recovering a matrix from pairwise
allele frequencies. Given a pairwise allele
frequency set d = {fpq

ij }, the attacker tries
to recover the matrix satisfying d.

0 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 1

Fig. 4. The left matrix and the right matrix
have exactly the same single allele frequen-
cies and pairwise allele frequencies, but do
not share any single haplotype sequence.
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problems on the haplotype matrix recovery are computationally hard. Specifically, we
found that:
Theorem 1. Determining if there is a haplotype matrix for a given pairwise allele fre-
quency set is NP-complete.
Corollary 1. Determining the number of haplotype matrices for a given pairwise allele
frequency set is NP-hard.
Conjecture 1. Determining if a solution is unique for a given pairwise frequency set is
Co-NP-complete.
Corollary 2. Recovering one haplotype matrix for a given pairwise allele frequency
set is NP-hard.
Corollary 3. Determining if there exists a solution for a given pairwise allele frequency
set that does not contain a given row vector is NP-complete.
Corollary 4. Recovering one haplotype matrix for a given pairwise allele frequency
set that does not contain a given row vector is NP-hard.

Proofs are provided in Appendix B. Theorem 1 to Corollary 4 show that determining
the existence of unique or multiple solutions for a given allele frequency set and recov-
ering even single one of them are all hard problems. Note that proving average-case
complexity is well known to be difficult [34]. Nevertheless, our empirical study using
IBM Cplex [5] with parallel enabled suggests that at least the decision problems here
do not seem to be easy in the average time. We randomly sampled 10 matrices of size
100× 80 and put them on a workstation with 4 Quad-Core Xeon 2.93GHz processors,
none of them could be solved within one week.

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

mean−σ−2σest

number of solutions

co
un

t

Fig. 5. Solution Distribution. (N = 40, L
= 7, sample size = 1000, space ratio (esti-
mated number of solutions) = 7.861, average
= 116.855)

Not to 
Release

To Release Unknown Risk

Known 
Attack

||S||:||D||>>1

Fig. 6. Risk spectrum. When ‖S‖ :
‖D‖ � 1, data is placed in the Green zone.
If there is a known attack, data must be
placed in the Red zone. Otherwise further
investigation is needed for the data (Yellow
Zone).

Determination of risk scales. In spite of the difficulty in finding the number of so-
lutions, it is still plausible to estimate whether a given frequency set is likely to have
multiple haplotype matrix solutions, by considering solely the size of the recovery prob-
lem as determined by two parameters, i.e., the number of SNP sites L and the number
of haplotype sequences N . We compare the solution space ‖S‖ and the frequency set
space ‖D‖. When ‖D‖ ≈ ‖S‖, the corresponding frequency set is likely to have a
unique haplotype matrix solution. Conversely, when ‖S‖ � ‖D‖, a data-set d becomes
very likely to have multiple solutions. Intuitively, the distribution of the solutions over
the different d tends to have a very small deviation: that is, it is unlikely that only a
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few have many solutions while the others have unique ones. Furthermore, because the
distribution is over a large number of variables (i.e. the elements in the haplotype ma-
trix) and it is very complicated, the adversary cannot estimate the distribution without
using exponential computing power. The adversary, who is unsure about the uniqueness
of the solution, but, on the other hand, is aware of the strong indications that multiple
solutions exist, will end up with little faith in any solution she is able to find. What is
more, she may not even know how close to the real haplotype sequences her solution is,
if ‖S‖ becomes sufficiently large to ensure that many data-sets have multiple solutions.

Although it is difficult to rigorously define the distribution of solutions over d, we
conducted an empirical study to verify our hypothesis that the solutions distribute near
randomly. We randomly sampled 1000 haplotype matrices of size N = 40 and L = 7,
and calculated their pairwise allele frequencies4. Using each set of these pairwise allele
frequencies d as constraints, we computed for each instance all solutions that can be
found by Cplex, a state-of-the-art NP solver [5] 5. As expected, the distribution of the
number of solutions is close to a normal distribution with a small standard deviation
(Figure 5). The standard deviation (19) is on the same scale as the square root of the
mean (116), indicating that it is unlikely that only a few d have many solutions while
others have only a few or single solutions.

The above analysis indicates that we can have a shade-of-grey risk spectrum, as
illustrated in Figure 6, which is approaching the Green end with the increase of the
ratio ‖S‖ : ‖D‖. Intuitively, this suggests that the larger the ratio, the less the adversary
knows about the distance between her solution and the real one6. Upon the spectrum, we
can use a distance threshold to determine when a frequency data-set can be designated
to the Green zone. This research is elaborated in Section 3.2 and 3.3.

Towards the Red end of the spectrum, we proved that restoring a solution matrix
from allele frequencies is NP-hard, even if the solution is known to be unique. How-
ever, we also acknowledge that the special features of human-genome data, particularly
the LD relations among them, could make the problem tractable, as indicated in prior
research [52]. Therefore, a conservative approach is to label a data-set “Red” only when
it is found to be vulnerable to a known attack. Otherwise, the data-set is put in the Yel-
low zone, awaiting further investigation, if it is also not qualified for the Green zone.
The details of this analysis are presented in Section 3.4.

3.2 When to Release
As discussed above, when the solution space becomes sufficiently larger than the space
of allele-frequency sets, the threat of recovery attack can be mitigated, as the adversary
cannot determine whether a given frequency data-set describes a unique set of SNP
sequences. Here, we present an analysis on how large the solution space needs to be.
Solution-space analysis. Let us first consider the solution space S. For L SNPs, there
are 2L possible SNP sequences. The number of different solutions, each of which is an
N by L haplotype matrix, is at least

(
2L

N

)
, i.e., selecting N distinctive sequences from

the 2L sequences.
4 We chose this problem scale because L and N met condition 3 which we will discuss shortly and the problem is small

enough to be solved by Cplex in reasonable time.
5 We did not enumerate all putative solutions. Instead, we set the populate limit of Cplex as 200 to save memory and time.

Hence, the number of solutions shown here may be smaller than the actual number of solutions.
6 An exception here is some special cases, for example, when the frequencies of the pairwise allele type 00 become 1 for

all SNP pairs. Such cases, however, can be identified before the data being released.
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Then, we estimate the space of pairwise allele frequency sets D. Given N and a
frequency set d = {fpq

ij }, we can have a set of pairwise allele counts {Cpq
ij }, which

directly determine the set of single allele counts {Ci}. Since for any SNP pair, the
frequencies of one pairwise allele and one single allele are sufficient for inferring the
frequencies of other alleles, pairwise or single, for the same SNP pair (see Inequality 3
in [52]), the set d is uniquely determined by {Ci} and the set of pairwise major allele
counts, which we denote by {Cij} for simplicity.

From the fact that Cij and Ci can take any value in [0, N ] and there are (L2 ) SNP
pairs and L single SNPs, we know that the number of different frequency sets d will not
exceed (N+1)(

L
2 ) ·(N+1)L = (N+1)(

L
2 )+L. Comparing ‖S‖ with ‖D‖, we can get a

necessary condition for the existence of multiple solutions: (2
L

N ) > (N + 1)(
L
2 )+L. But

it is too complex to use. Using Stirling’s approximation, we get 2NL
L(L−1)+2L (1−

log N
e

L −
log 2πN
2NL ) > log(N + 1)7. This gives us 2N

L+1 (1−
log N

e

L − log 2πN
2NL ) > log(N + 1). For

L > 200, 1 − log N
e

L − log 2πN
2NL ≈ 1. Ignoring other constants, we get the following

condition:
2N

log(N + 1)
> L (3)

Partial recovery of haplotype matrix. The above analysis did not take into considera-
tion the possibility that multiple solutions, although they exist, are close enough to each
other for a given set of pairwise allele frequencies, e.g., there are a significant number
of sequences shared between them. If this occurs and the attacker somehow recovered
all the solutions (even though it is NP-hard, Corollary 1), and makes an intersection
over these solutions, she knows the resulting common sequences must be in the case
group. To defend against such attacks, we need stronger condition to assure the security
of the pairwise allele frequency data to be released: for a specific haplotype sequence,
there should exist another haplotype matrix solution that does not contain this sequence.
When this happens, even if an attacker manages to obtain a solution (i.e. a set of haplo-
type sequences), she is not confident that any sequence in her solution is present in the
actual haplotype matrix, because for any such sequence, there is always another haplo-
type matrix that is equally likely to be the actual matrix and also does not contain this
sequence (although to find this matrix is NP-hard according to Corollary 4). Similarly,
even if the attacker obtained multiple solutions, the intersection of these solutions will
not give her any confidence that the sequence in the intersection must be present in the
actual matrix.

To get this stronger condition, we consider the solution space for a given instance
d with N rows (sequences) and L columns (SNP sites), but one haplotype sequence
in the original matrix is not in these solutions. This is equivalent to the entire matrix
space, i.e., 2N×L

N ! , subtracted by the matrix space with one fewer row (set as the given

haplotype sequence), i.e., 2(N−1)×L

(N−1)! . By using the same analysis from above, we get the
following condition:

2(N − 1)

log(N + 1)
> L (4)

7 Unless otherwise specified, log means log2 in this paper.
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Once the size of a haplotype matrix (N and L) meets this condition, its solution
space will become sufficiently large that the intersection of all of its solutions is unlikely
to contain even one haplotype sequence. This condition is also very close to that of
Condition 3.

Empirical study. To verify whether the above privacy assurance is sufficient in prac-
tice, we conducted an empirical study on a number of small-scale problems. We ran-
domly sampled 30 haplotype matrices that satisfy the condition (with N = 40 and
L = 8), and for each haplotype sequence in the original matrix, we attempted to re-
cover another haplotype matrix that did not contain this sequence but still has the same
pairwise allele frequencies as those of the original matrix. Again, we used Cplex to
search for all matrix solutions (with a populate limit of 200). In the end, for each of the
haplotype sequences in the 30 matrices we sampled, at least 74 solutions were found
that did not contain that sequence, indicating that given any haplotype sequence in a
matrix, there likely exists an alternative solution (another haplotype matrix) associated
with the pairwise frequency set of the original matrix, which does not include that se-
quence. This study shows that condition 4 can be used to estimate when a pairwise
frequency set is unlikely to be vulnerable to an intersection attack.

3.3 The Impact of Human Genetic Structure
A critical pitfall in the analysis above is that it does not take into consideration the
prominent features of human genome sequences. Instead of being random binary se-
quences (0 for major and 1 for minor allele) as assumed in our model, human genome
sequences contain complex structures that are well studied in human genetics and can
be inferred from publicly accessible human genome data [6, 13]. Thus, the adversary
could simply examine a solution she finds to determine whether it looks like a human
genome sequence. This leads to the further reduction of the solution space ‖S‖. In this
section, we present another analysis based upon a human genetic model.
Human genetic model. We model haplotype sequences with a Markov chain (MC),
a standard approach extensively used in human genetic research for the modeling of
the LD structure (single and pairwise allele frequencies) in a specific genetic locus
[35, 42, 43]. Given L SNP sites, the model can be represented as a heterogeneous
Markov chain with a sequence of L states (X1X2...XL), where Xi ∈ 0, 1, repre-
senting the major (0) or minor (1) allele, and an initial probability distribution (de-
noted by P 0(X1)) as well as L − 1 different transition probability matrices (denoted
by P i(Xi+1|Xi)) are used to model the transition probabilities from the i-th state to
the (i+1)-th state, which are estimated from the single and pairwise allele frequencies
using standard methods [35, 42, 43]. As a result, each of the 2L haplotype sequences
corresponds to a state sequence and the probability of observing it under the MC model
can be computed by P (X1X2...XL) = P 0(X1) ·

∏L−1
i=1 P i(Xi+1|Xi). Once built from

a group of haplotype sequences from human individuals (e.g. the case group or a ref-
erence group), the MC model can be used to evaluate the effective space of haplotype
matrices that are likely sampled from real human individuals. Among totally 2L pos-
sible haplotype sequences, the probabilities of observing some sequences are so low
that they are deemed unlikely to appear in human genomes, owing to the strong as-
sociations among neighboring SNPs. These sequences should not be considered when
estimating the solution space of haplotype matrices. Assume the probabilities of 2L se-
quences and a threshold θ (close to 1, e.g. 0.99999) are given, the effective space of
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haplotype sequences can be estimated by the number of most probable sequences that
have a cumulative probability greater than θ. This was achieved in our research through
an approximation algorithm which is given in our technique report [55].
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Fig. 7. The Markov Chain model for estimating the effective solution space. (a) Cumulative dis-
tributions of the probabilities of haplotype sequences, sorted in descending order of probabilities.
Cutoff probability θ = 0.99999. (b) Total number of most probable sequences vs. their cumula-
tive probabilities. Vertical red lines represent the cutoff.

Evaluation. To estimate the solution space under a human genetic model, we phased
3008 sequences from WTCCC ch7 of 100 SNPs by using PHASE [3]. We chose 2T =
8192 bins to estimate distribution of haplotype sequences under the MC model. As
shown In Figure 7(a), with cutoff probability θ = 0.99999, only 729 bins of ≈ 252

most probable sequences are obtained, as compared to the entire space of 2100 hap-
lotype sequences, which indicates that the incorporation of the human genetic model
significantly reduces the effective space of haplotype sequences. Figure 8 shows the
space comparison between ‖S‖ and ‖D‖. We could see that in the original analysis,
we need about 5L sequences to ensure multiple solutions for the given pairwise allele
frequencies. Defending against the intersection attack requires pretty much the same
number of sequences as shown in the figure. To incorporate the human genetic model
(the MC model), we need roughly 12L sequences.
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of SNP 100.

3.4 When Not to Release

For the frequency set that cannot be put in the Green zone, its solution is likely to be
unique. The adversary who finds the solution has reason to believe that it is the correct
one. Here, we elaborate how to classify such a data-set.
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Red-zone data. Although recovering SNPs sequences is NP-hard in general, the special
features of human genome can enable the attack to succeed on at least some frequency
sets. Prior research reports a successful attack on a data-set related to 100 SNP se-
quences and 174 SNPs from the FGFR2 locus [52]. The approach leverages the LD
relations among these SNPs to break the matrix into small blocks in a way that pre-
serves the strong inter-SNP relations within individual blocks. Such relations allow the
adversary to first restore individual blocks and then use the aggregated relations be-
tween blocks to connect them together.

To avoid releasing the data vulnerable to the recovery attack as well as overprotect-
ing those that can actually be disclosed, we suggest to test a frequency set with known
attacks and assign it to the Red zone when it is exploited. If the attacks fail, we can label
the data-set as “Yellow” to leave the decision on its release to the future research.

4 Identification Threat to Test Statistics
Besides allele frequencies, also widely disseminated by HGS are the test statistics com-
puted from these frequencies. Particularly, HGS papers routinely report p-values and r-
squares (r2) over tens or even hundreds of SNP sites. Prior research [52] shows the key
to an identification attack on such data is knowledge of the values of r or equivalently,
their signs (given r2). Once such information is given, we can use Tr [52] to decide
whether a set of r-squares can be released, in the same way as SecureGenome [11] does
to single and pairwise allele frequencies. Specifically, we can release such a data-set
if given all correct signs, the achievable statistical power on it, as reported by Tr, is
still below a threshold. However, when the power turns out to be high, a decision to
keep the data off limit can be premature: after all, there we assume that all the signs
are recovered, which is by no means easy in practice, as discussed later in this section.
Therefore, a question becomes how to seek a “tighter bound”, allowing the statistics to
be released when it is too difficult to recover a dangerous amount of information from
them. This issue is addressed in this section.

The rest of the section presents our understanding of the problem: how sign recovery
improves the chance of successful identifications and how difficult this can be done.
Then, we come up with the yardsticks for releasing test statistics and describe a new
potent attack that helps decide when data should be held from publication.

4.1 The Problem
An important question we are asking is how many correct signs a successful attack
needs. The answer sheds light on the conditions under which the attack becomes in-
effective. To find out the answer, we can analyze the relations between the rate of the
correct signs used in an optimal test and the statistical power it can achieve on a par-
ticular data-set. Specifically, given a rate of correct signs α, we can randomly assign
correct signs to the r of a fraction α of SNP pairs, and then run Tr under the assignment
to determine its power, i.e., the rate of successful identifications. This test needs to be
conducted repeatedly for each rate of correct signs, to get the maximum power under
different sign assignments. In this way, we can obtain an estimated power-sign relation,
and then use a threshold to determine the maximum rate of correct signs that will not
pose a serious identification threat.
Complexity of releasing statistics. Given a threshold α (α ∈ [0, 1]) of the correct sign
rate, a set of test statistics (r-squares) can be placed in the Green zone if the adversary
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cannot correctly recover as many as α of all
(
L
2

)
signs. This can be ensured if the

set of r-squares is mapped to multiple sets of valid signed r values, and the overlap
among these sets is below the threshold α. When this happens, the adversary, even if
she can recover all these sets of signed r values, cannot identify enough signs with any
confidence for a successful attack. Obviously, given

(
L
2

)
r-squares over L SNP sites,

there are totally 2(
L
2) possible sign assignments, with each of them corresponding to a

different set of signed r values. However, not all of such assignments are valid: many
of them do not correspond to any haplotype matrix, as those assignments lead to the r
values inconsistent with each other.

We studied a sign recovery problem: given a set of r-square values r2ij over L SNP
sites, a set of single allele frequencies fi (i = 1, 2, ..., L), which could be recovered
from p-values [52], and the total number of sequences in the case group (N ), find a set of
signed r values r̂ij so that (1) r2ij = r̂2ij ; and (2) r̂ij are valid, i.e. there exists a haplotype
matrix whose pairwise allele counts Cpq

ij (p, q ∈ 0, 1) satisfy N · fi =
∑

q∈{0,1} C
0q
ij

for all i and j, and rij =
C00

ij C11
ij −C01

ij C10
ij

C0
i C

1
i C

0
jC

1
j

. Similar to the haplotype matrix recovery
problem, several key problems related to the sign recovery problem are computation-
ally hard if we assume the haplotype matrix has more than just a few rows (haplotype
sequences). This can be satisfied by all real HGS studies, which typically contains hun-
dreds of individuals. Specifically, under this condition, we show that:
Theorem 2. Determining if there exists a set of sign assignments of r for a given set of
r-squares and single allele frequencies is NP-complete.
Corollary 5. Recovering a valid sign assignment for a given set of r-squares and single
allele frequencies is NP-hard.
Corollary 6. Finding the number of valid sign assignment for a given set of r-squares
and single allele frequencies is NP-hard.

The proofs are provided in technique report [55]. We note that these results have
strong implications on classifying an r-square set into Green or Red zones. Briefly, an
adversary faces the following computational difficulty: assume that she manages to re-
cover some sets of signs from r-squares, which itself is NP-hard; she still has no clue
whether there are any other valid sign assignment and how many correct signs have been
discovered in her solution. In other words, she will not have any reasonable confidence
in the identification she makes from the r-square data-set. There is an exception, though:
if the solution space of valid sign assignments (or equivalently their corresponding hap-
lotype matrices) is sufficiently small, for example, as small as the space of r-squares,
then the adversary has a good reason to believe that every set of r-squares has a unique
valid sign assignment. Here the situation is analogous with that in Case 2 (Section 3).
Similarly, we need a solution-space analysis to ensure that the adversary cannot get any
useful information from a data-set to be released.

4.2 When to Release
Before placing a data-set to the Green zone, we need to ensure that the adversary cannot
recover enough signs from it to achieve any significant identification power. Consider
that a polynomial-time adversary learns from the ratio between the space of r-squares
‖R2‖ and the space of matrices ‖S‖ that an r-square set can have κ solutions. Given a
specific set of r-squares, she has no reason to believe that the set has fewer solutions,
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because she can neither determine the exact number of solutions nor sample the expo-
nential space S (when N and L are large) to estimate the distribution of matrices over
r-square sets. Also, recovering all these matrices is NP-hard and therefore the adversary
has no clue how many different sets of valid signs exist, except that the number will not
exceed κ. When κ is sufficiently large, the adversary, even after she manages to get a
set of signs, does not know whether the overlap among all sets (which can be as many
as κ) goes above 1− α of all (L2 ) signs.
Solution-space analysis. Therefore, the condition for the release of an r-square set
is that ‖S‖ : ‖R2‖ should be sufficiently large to ensure that the adversary does not
know whether she recovers enough correct signs. As described in Section 3, ‖S‖ ≈
2LN (Ne )

−N (2πN)−1/2. Since the space size of the r values is approximately (N +

1)(
L
2 )+L, from r to r-squares, the space shrinks to ‖R2‖ ≈ (N+1)(

L
2 )+L

2(
L
2 )

. To ensure mul-

tiple solutions, we need ‖S‖ > ‖R2‖, which gives:

2N

log(N + 1)− 1
> L (5)

For example, for a locus involving 100 SNPs, at least 225 individuals (450 haplotype
sequences) should be in the case group to ensure the existence of multiple solutions.
Not surprisingly, this is less stringent than the condition of placing a set of pairwise
allele frequency in the Green zone (where one needs to have at least 500 sequences for
a 100-SNP locus), because r-squares contain less information than the pairwise allele
frequencies. To further prevent the adversary from identifying more than 1 − α of the
correct signs, we need to make it possible to have an element in R2 be mapped by
at least 2(1−α)(L2) elements8 in S. To ensure this, we must have that ‖S‖ is at least
2(1−α)(L2) times as large as ‖R2‖. This ultimately gives us the following condition:

2N

log(N + 1)− 1 + α
> L (6)

Considering human models. Again, when the special properties of human genomes
are being considered, we need to re-assess the matrix space ‖S‖ based upon a human
genetic model, as described in Section 3.3. In our research, we ran the approximation
algorithm (Section 3.3) to identify L and N that satisfy the above conditions (multiple
sets of signs with a large distance), using the WTCCC1 data.

Figure 9 shows the result of the experiment involving 100 SNPs. As we can observe
from the figure, in absence of a human model, a population with more than 250 indi-
viduals (500 sequences) are required to make sure that no more than 60% of signs can
be identified. If we consider the human features, we need a population of at least 600
individuals (N > 1200).

4.3 When Not to Release
When the space of matrices S comes close to that of the r-squares, the adversary knows
that once she acquires a set of valid r values, they are likely to be correct. Although

8 Note that the adversary has to consider the situation that all these elements (matrices) are associated with different r sets,
as she has no computing power to estimate the relations between r and matrices.
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we have shown that recovering signed r values from r-squares is NP-hard (Corollary
5), some instances of the sign recovery problem may be easy to solve, in particular
when a human genetics model is employed to help solve the problem. Here we present
a new attack technique that helps determine when this situation occurs, and thus a data-
set should not be released. The new attack leverage on the LD structure of human
genome and using haplotype recombination to efficiently recover the sign. For more
detail, please read our technique report [55].
Evaluations. We ported the LD function, which is used in many GWAS papers for cal-
culating MLE r2, from the snp.plotter [12] package of R [9] to Matlab and implemented
the recombination attack using a stochastic hill climbing algorithm with multiple start-
ing points. Then, we evaluated the attack on the data extracted from WTCCC1. We
extracted 180 SNPs from chromosome 7. A case group and a reference group of 100
each were randomly sampled from the data-set. After that, the MLE-estimated r2, to-
gether with single allele frequencies, was used as the optimization target for both inner
block and inter block recombinations. On average, the sign agreement rate between
the initial haplotype matrix (reference) and the target matrix (case) was 58.7%, which
had very small power (identification rate 3.0% under a false positive rate 1%). After
learning, the sign rate agreement was improved to 67.2% on average and the identifica-
tion rate became 8.1%: that is, our approach enabled an adversary to identify about 8
participants from the aggregate data with a poor quality.

5 Related Work

The problem of releasing aggregate data while preserving their privacy has been ex-
tensively studied in privacy preserving data analysis [29, 33], statistical disclosure con-
trol [18, 19, 32], inference control [24] and privacy-preserving data mining [14, 15].
However, the properties of human genome data make the problem special in this do-
main, which has not been well investigated. Especially, human individuals share about
99.9% genomic sequences, which makes it easy to find a reference group from public
sources such as HapMap [6]. This enables both Homer’s attack and the statistical attack
proposed in [52], as elaborated in Section 2.2. Also remotely related to our research is
the work on privacy preserving genome computing [16,22,41], which however does not
focus on protecting the outcomes of a computation from being inferred.
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The recent progress in human genome research [31,36] has made a great demand on
convenient access to sensitive human genome data for research purpose. The problem
of balancing privacy protection and data sharing in this domain, however, has not been
seriously studied until Homer, et al. published their findings [39] a couple years ago.
After that, several research groups, including us, have started working on this important
issue [21, 40, 46, 51, 52]. As a prominent example, Sankararaman, et al [46] recently
propose a technique (SecureGenome) for measuring the maximum statistical powers
achievable on a set of single-allele frequencies. Most of these studies focus on single
allele frequencies, which has been found in prior research to be insufficient [52], as
sensitive information can also be inferred from other sources like test statistics. The
research presented in this paper is the first attempt to understand and assess the risk in
releasing different types of aggregate data, under typical inference threats.

Recovering SNP sequences is related to the research on contingency table release [20,
23,27,38,54], and discrete tomography [37], which tries to reconstruct a matrix from a
small number of projections. However, the specific problem of restoring a matrix from
pair-wise allele counts is new, up to our knowledge, and the related complexity prob-
lems have not been studied before.

The Red-zone data identified by our techniques are not supposed to be released di-
rectly. However, they could still be published after proper sanitization and obfuscation.
Such techniques have been studied in data-based privacy [17, 19, 30]. Particularly, the
privacy policy based upon Differential privacy [29], once enforced, can make an iden-
tification impossible. Therefore, an important research direction is to develop effective
techniques to achieve such a privacy objective on aggregate human genome data.

6 Conclusion

Availability of aggregate human DNA data is of great importance to human genome
studies. Recent research shows that such data are vulnerable to different types of pri-
vacy threats, which could lead to identification of the participants of these studies and
disclosure of their sensitive genetic markers. Therefore, a critical question becomes how
to evaluate such a risk and determine when the data are safe to release. In our research,
we make the first attempt to answer this question. We identified the problem space of
aggregate data release, considering both different types of data available in the public
domains (allele frequencies and test statistics) and common threats to such data (identi-
fication attack and recovery attack). Through a systematic exploration of the space, we
gained an important new understanding of the problem. Specifically, we found that in-
ferring useful information from such data is difficult in general: the adversary often does
not have enough information and needs to solve NP-complete or NP-hard problems. On
the other hand, we also show that an attack can still happen under some circumstances,
particularly when the solution space of the problem is small. Based upon such an under-
standing, we propose a new risk-scale system that determines when data can be safely
released, through analyzing their solution spaces.

Given the scale and the depth of this data-release problem, many open issues remain
in the problem space. Particularly, a critical issue here is how to narrow the range of the
Yellow zone, to get tighter bounds for releasing or not releasing an aggregate data-
set. Also important is the study on new anonymization techniques that obfuscate the
Red-zone data to achieve differential privacy without substantially compromising their
scientific value.
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A Terminologies

B Proofs of Theorem 1, Corollary 1, Corollary 2 and Corollary 4
Conjecture 1, Theorem 2, Corollary 5, Corollary 6

Proof of Theorem 1 This problem can be formalized as an existence problem EP(Ci, Cij)
which is to determine whether an N × L binary matrix M exists that satisfies the con-
straints of the sets of single allele counts {Ci∈[1,L]} (e.g. the number of 0s in column
i) and pairwise major allele counts {Cij∈[1,L]} (e.g. the number of 00 pairs of column
i and column j). NOTE that these two sets are equivalent to the set of pairwise allele
frequencies and may be used interchangeably in this paper. e.g. Ci = 3, termed as 3-
EP(Ci, Cij). Consider a special case of EP(Ci, Cij), denoted as 3-EP, where all given
single allele counts are 3 (Ci = 3). We prove 3-EP is NP-complete by reducing the
3-Recognizing Intersection Patterns Problem(3-RIPP(A)), a known NP-complete prob-
lem [26] to it. 3-RIPP(A) is described as: given A = [aij ]L×L in which aii = 3, is
there an integer set collection H = {H1,H2, · · · ,HL} such that aij = |Hi ∩Hj | for
1 ≤ i, j ≤ L. Obviously, 3-EP ∈ NP. Given an arbitrary instance of 3-RIPP(A), we
construct an instance of 3-EP(Ci, Cij) by setting Cij = aij for 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ L and set-
ting Ci = aii for 1 ≤ i ≤ L. Suppose MN×L is a solution of EP. We can convert each
column of MN×L into a set, where the row indices of 1s in the i-th column form the el-
ements in the set Hi. Therefore, We get |Hi ∩Hj | = aij = Cij for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ L, i 6= j
and |Hi ∩ Hi| = aii = Ci = 3. So {Hi} represent a solution of 3-RIPP(A). Con-
versely, suppose H = {H1,H2, · · · ,HL} is a solution of 3-RIPP(A). We can construct
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Table 1. HGS Terminologies used in this paper.

Terminologies Description
Polymorphism The occurrence of two or more genetic forms (e.g. alleles of SNPs) among

individuals in the population of a species.
Single Nucleotide
Polymorphism
(SNP)

The smallest possible polymorphism, which involves two types of nu-
cleotides out of four (A, T, C, G) at a single nucleotide site in the genome.

Allele One of the two sets of DNAs in a human individual’s genome. Most SNP
sites have two common alleles in the human population: the major allele
(denoted by 0), the one with higher frequency, and the minor allele (denoted
by 1), the one with lower frequency.

Genotype The combination of two set of alleles in a human individual. For a SNP site
with two common alleles, there are three possible genotypes: two homozy-
gotes, 00 and 11, and one heterozygote 01.

Locus(plural loci) The surrounding regions of a SNP site in the genome .
Haplotype Haplotype, also referred to as SNP sequence, is the specific combination

of alleles across multiple neighboring SNP sites in a locus. Each individual
has two haplotypes, each inherited from one parent. Some haplotypes are
more common than others in the population.

Linkage disequilib-
rium(LD)

Non-random association of alleles among multiple neighboring SNP sites.

a solution M of 3-EP by converting each set Hi into a column of length L where for
each element k ∈ Hi, fill in the k-th position by 1 in the i-th column of MN×L, and
all the other positions by 0. Clearly the resulting matrix MN×L is consistent with (Ci,
Cij), and thus is a solution of 3-EP . Because the conversions described above can be
done in polynomial time, 3-EP(Ci, Cij) is NP-complete. Therefore, EP(Ci, Cij) is also
NP-complete since its special case 3-EP(Ci, Cij) is NP-complete.

The rest of the proof is given in our technique report [55].


